
Wachovia-type

Payment as

"/" ot
Payment lncome

22.1"/,,
20.6
18.7
16.8
16.1

$275
275

275
275

TABTT 3

Mortgage Payment as a Percentage
olMonthly Median lncome

ALTERNATIVES FOR ASSESSING RISK
IN REAI ESTATE INVESTMENTS

by Richard l. Curcio, lames P. Gaines, and James R, Webb

Fully Amortized Fully Variable Rate Loan

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

Payment

Payment as

",4 of
lncome

HiBh
Payment

$275
E2
355
4&
534

High Payment
as ",4 gl
lncome

Low
Payment

$2s7
248
290
167
317

Low Payment
as 7o of
lnco me

$283
283
283
283
283

22.7"/"
2-t.2
19.3
17.3
16.6

22.1",1,

21.9
24.1
25.8
31.3

20.67"
18.6
2't.7

18.6

available in 1975 clearly indicares that consumers
have cause to prefer the fixed-rate loan. The fixed
rate implies a higher rate ol return on the investment
and the fixed payment implies a decreasing burden
of debt as income rises. However, the fixed-rate loan
is likely to become less and less common. Consumers
may be faced not with the choice of fixed vs. flexible
loans but rather with diflerent types of flexible loans.
Although the flexible loans reiuce the return on
residential investment, they do not appear to make
lhe return unacceptably small. ln the example the
IRR is 13.8 for the fully variable rate loan and 13.7 for
the Wachovia-type.

Each of the variable rate mortgages which are used
here has its own risks. The Wachovia loan implies the
possibility of negative amortization while keeping
the payments flat for at least five years, and limiting
the size of the payment adjustment. The fu lly variable

rate loan will not permit negative amortization but
does imply highly variable cash flows. Civen that
price increases in the housing market are likely to
outpace the rate of negative amortization, the
Wachovia-type loan seems more attractive.

Although the numbers presented are not real num-
bers since the flexible mortgages have not been
available, the examples do convey a feeling for the
impact these types of mortgages are likely to have on
consumers if interest rates continue to behave as
they have in the past five years.

NOft
'1. David Seider, "Chanting Pa erns ot HousinS Finance,"

leJera, Re'erve 8u,iet,n 57 (lune 1981),458-,t69.

The assessment of risk in real estate investing is being
given more and more attention. ln a comprehensive
evaluation of previous empirical evidence on real
estate returns, Roulac [1976] concluded that while
real estate and stock market returns are comparable
over time, for given Ievels of return, real estate gen-
erally is less variable and more predictable. Roulac
attributes this lower risk level to the basic economic
pattern of real property as compared to corporate
enterprise, and also to lhe enhanced dispersion o{
results from common stock securities. Roulac's con-
clusion that real estate investments have relatively
lower risk than securities is based on highly restric-
tive empirical studies which rely on the variance or a
va r ia nce-related measure such as the standard devia-
tion or coeflicienl of variation for lhe assessment of
risk. Webb and Sirmans [1980] also use coefficienl
of variation.

The validity of the variance as a proper risk surrogate
has been questioned.l lts principal limitation is that
its reliability depends on the shape of the relevant
distribution of returns. For symmetric distributions,
the problem is somewhat reduced; however, the
general exislenre ol symmetry in investment port-
folios has not been established.z For the pure equity
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non-security form of real estate investment returns,
the existence of symmetry appears even more sus-
pect because for a given wealth position real estate
investing seems to provide less ability for diversilica-
tion and more potential for large losses than invest-
ments in securities. Conclusions regarding the risk-
iness of real estate investment securities may have to
await more extensive empirical studies.

Alternative risk measures and risk screening ap-
proaches that have received substantive attention in
the investment literature and particularly in regard to
securities are beta, semi-variance, skewness, kurtosis,
and stochastic dominance. This study considers the
applicability of established security risk measures as
alternatives in assessing real estate investment risk.

Review Ol Previous Studies
Much treatment of the risk in real estate investment
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has involved to some degree the use o{ intuitive
lechniques such as adjusting the discount rate to cor-
respond with the riskiness of the investment [Shipp,
19701 or adjusting the anticipated returns downward
to reflect their relative uncertainty (thal is, using cer-
tainlv equivalents) [Wiley, 1976]. Another popular
approach to risk in real estate investing is sensitivity
analvsis IFarrell.'1969; Higgins & Cunningham, 19701.

While neither measuring nor adjusting for risk, sensi-
tivity analysis does enable the identification of the
critical variables underlying {orecasts of return, and
this allows for more effort to be allocated to obtain-
ing Breater accuracv in estimatinB these variables and
implicitly producing more reliable return forecasts.

The use of probabilitv distributions for evaluating risk
in real estate investing is more explicit and promising
than the above method.r Prom inent empirical studies
which employed probability distributions or distribu-
lion parameters for assessing risk in real estate are the
works of Wendt and Wong [19651, triedman 119701,
and Robichek, Cohn and Pringle [1972].

Wendt and Wong compared the investment experi-
ence of 20 FHA-financed apartmenl houses with 75
randomly chosen industrial stocks. They used the co-
efficient of variation on the distribution of internal
rates of return, and their results indicated consider-
ably lower risk for real estate than for common stock
investments.

Friedman attempted adaptation of the mathematical
models used to analyze and select security portfolios
to the evaluation and selection of real estate port-
folios. Using samples ol 50 properties from two
sources' and 50 common stocks from the New York
Stock Exchange, he generated efficient frontiers for
each class of assets on a before and after-tax basis, His
results indicated a lower level of risk associated with
a specilic rate of return for real eslate than for com-
mon stocks. Computed as the variance of past yields,
the variance was employed to measure risk. Because
of a lack of market data. however. Friedman was
forced for the real estate sample to assume a con-
stant compound rate of growth over the sample
period, 1953 to 1968, which may have resulted in
underestimation of the total variance for the real
estate investments.i

Robichek, Cohn and Pringle compared the invest-
ment merits of farm real estate with eleven alterna-
tive investment media. The coefficients of variation
for the farm real estate were found to be con-
siderably lower than the others which included the
Standard and Poors lndustrial lndex.

These empirical results on the explicit measurement
of risk in real estate may suSSest that real estate in-
vestments are less risky than common stock. The re-
sults, however, were based on highly restrictive real
estate samples and may have involved measurement
errors. ln addition, the studies relied largely on the
variance or va r ia nce-related measures to evaluate

risk. Deficiencies of the variance and related gauges
cause questions about their soundness in assessing
risk and the conclusions relating to risk in real estate
investments.

Risk Measurement ln Real Estate

Explicit measurement of investment risk has focused
in general on the analysis of subjectively-derived
probability distributions of investmenl return. In
these analyses, quantitative risk surrogates typically
are used to replace common verbaldefinitions of risk
which do not yield easily to measurement. Usually
these surrogates represent some measure of the dis-
persion of outcomes in the relevant probability dis-
tribution. As such, each is regarded as a gauge of the
uncertainty characterizinB this distribution and is

thus considered a viable measure of the risk inherent
in the assel or asset combination from which the par-
t icu lar distribution is derived.6

Not all the risk surrogates will yield identical assess-
ments either on an absolute or relative basis. The
assessment of risk, the relative ranking of the alter-
natives and the ultimate investment decisions m.ry
vary substantially depending on the choice of a risk
su rrogate.

The popular use of variance type measures to assess

real estate risk is explained when one considers that
most, il not all, of the current methods for treatinB
real estate risk have drawn substantially from the
Markowitz portfolio selection model. ln adapting the
Markowitz model, financial writers have tended to
accept his mean-variance (E-V) crilerion for choos-
ing among risky alternatives even though no conclu-
sive evidence supports the use of variance as the
proper risk surrogate. Ease ol computation and broad
familiarity are its most often cited advantages and
dependence on the configuration of the underlying
distritrution is its greatest limitation. Symmetry in the
distribution of returns substantially alleviates the
problem. For widely skewed dislributions, considera-
tion of the third and higher moments or other meas-
ures of dispersion such as the semi-variance may be
more appropriate.

Systematic Risk
The capital asset pricing model (CAPM) defines the
following equilibrium pricing relationship for se-
cu rities:

E(R,) R{ + p, [E{R'n) &l
where E is the expectation operator, Riand R. the
return on the ith security and the market portfolio,
respectively, and R1 the risk-free rate of interest.r Beta
(p I denotes the systematic risk or market sensitivity
of the ith security and is expressed mathemati-
cally as:

B, = Covt(R.trvar n---

where the (-) denotes a random variable.

rABtE 2

Cash Outf lows

F ixed-Rate

lnterest Principal Cash
Paid Reduction Outf low

fully Variable Rate

lnterest Principal Cash
Paid Reduction Oudlow

1976
1977
1978
1979
'1980

$3,138
3,115
3,090
3,061
3,031

$2s8
281
306
335
36s

$-3,196
-3,396
-3,396
-3,396
-3,196

$2,883
2,881
3,494
4,481
4,925

$296
3'17

245
161
156

$3,178
3,198
1,7 39
4,642
5,081

ln Table 2 the annual division of cash flows between
interest and principal is presented. The annual cash
flows are constant Ior the fixed-rate and Wachovia-
type loans. For the Wachovia-type loan in 1978,1979
and 1980 the interest accrued is greater than the
payment, causing the loan outstanding to increase.
This excess of interest over the payment is seen as the
negative principal reduction for the Wachovia-type
note. The fully variable rate mortgage does not
experience this negative amortization but the cash
outflow increases drastically in 1979 and 1980.

If, as assumed, the house sells at the end of 1980 for
$82,900, the net proceeds of the sale (sale price less

loan outstanding) will difler for the three types of
mortgages based on the loan outstandinB at the time
of sale. Net proceeds from the sale for the Wachovia-
type loan are lowest because negative amortization
has occurred. The net proceeds from the sale will
be only $44,673 for the Wachovia-type loan, com-
pared to 548,175 for the fully variable rate loan and
$48,545 for the fixed-rate loan.

Ihe IRR Compared
To evaluate the effect of the different types of mort-
gages on the rate o{ return on residential investment,
the IRR is calculated for each of the three mortgaBes.
ln each case the down payment is $12,500, the cash
flows are as presented in Table 2 and the net pro-
ceeds from the sale, as in Table 1. The diflerence in
the IRR on the three types of mort8ages is small. The
fixed-rate loan has the highest IRR at 15.33 percent,
and the Wachovia-type and the fully variable rate
loans are close at 13.18 percent and 13.17 percent,
respectively.

ln the period between 1976 and 1980, the largest
part of the return on residential housing was in the
form of price appreciation. Since the type of fi-
nancing is not as important as expected, the variable
rate loans are not disadvantaSeous to the consumer
as they would seem. From the buyer's perspective,
the preferred loan would tre the fixed-rate loan; the
higher IRR (15.33 percent) reflects'the low locked-in
interest rate. However, this type of loan may not be
available in the future. The use of flexible mortgages

would decrease the return on residential housing in-
vestment, but they may not imply an unacceptably
low lRR.

Risks Associaled With Flexible Mortgates
The difference between the return on lhe investment
financed by the two flexible mortgages is only one
basis point. ln deciding between the two types of
loans, one should consider not only the return but
also the risks.

The Wachovia-type loan has the advantage of a fixed
paymenl for five years and limits the size of the pay-
ment adjustment for the first 25 years; however, this
fixed payment and limited adiustment introduce the
possibility of negative amortization. The rising loan
balance will reduce the nel proceeds from the sale.
This is not a serious problem so long as the price of
the house rises at least as fast as the loan grows. Dur-
ing the five years used in this comparison, the price
appreciation more than compensates for the rising
loan balance. ln the future there is no Suarantee that
prices will continue to rise fast enough.

The fully variable rate loan does not permit negative
amortization but it does introduce uncertainty into
the cash outflows involved in homeownership. To
explain the impact of the payment changes on the
consumer, Table 3 contains the payment for each
mortgage expressed as a percentage of the median
income in the United States. The percentage of in-
come needed to make the Iixed payments of the
fixed-rate and the Wachovia-type mortgages de-
clines steadily over the five years. The percentage of
income which is used to meet house payments for
the fully variable rate loan varies widely from a low of
18.6 percent in 1977 and 1980 to a hiEh in 1980 of 31.3
percent. The increasing burden of making the high-
est payment along with the uncertainty introduced
by the variable payment make the fully variable rate
mortgage unattractive.

Conclusions
Comparing the fixed-rate loan with a Wachovia-type
loan and a fully variable rate loan as if they had been

wachovia

Cash
Outflow

lnt eresl
Pa id

Principal
Reduct ion

$ 348
499

-110
-1,132
-1 ,942

$-3,300
- 3,300
-3,100
- 3,300
-1,3m

$?,s42
2,801

3,300
3,3m
3,t00
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be adjusted by a maximum of 25 percent. At year
twenty-five the payment can be adjusted by any
amount necessary to repay the loan by year thirty. ln
year thirty if the loan has not been paid off, the bor-
rower may refina nce.

Assumptions
The comparison of the three loans is based on the
following scenario. ln 1976, the consumer buys a
house for the average price of a new home, $48,400.
The down payment is $12,500, which implies a Ioan
outstanding of $35,900. lt is assumed that the buyer
will sell the house for $82,900 at the end of 1980. The
selling price of the h.ouse was calculated by taking
the percentage change in the average price of exist-
ing homes sold and applying it to the 1976 average
price of $48,400.

ln this description, several factors are not included
such as any discussion of the tax e{lects on buyers in
different tax brackets. Also ignored are loan initiation
fees and commission costs, which are assumed to be
the same for each of the loans.

A Comparison Ol Cash Flows
Table 1 contains a comparison o{ the payments, in-
lerest paid and the loan outstanding for the three
types of loans in each year. For the first lwo years,
'l976 and -1977, when interest rates were relatively
stable, the differences among the three are small.
The initial payments of the fully variable rate and the
Wachovia-type Ioans are lower than the fully amor-
tized Ioan. This is not surprising since the short term

rate was well below the long term rate at that time.
The variability in the payment of the fully variable
rate loan in .1976 and 1977 is relatively small. The dif-
ference between the highest and lowest payment is
eighteen dollars in the first year and forty-four dol-
lars in the second year. ln the first two years, the flex-
ible loans have an advantage over the fixed-rate loan.
The loan outstanding at the end of 1977 and total
interest paid are less for the flexible loans than for
the {ixed-rate loan.

BeBinning in 1978 as interest rates rise, the flexible
loans become less attractive. The payments on the
fully variable rate loan in 1979 vary from a high
payment of $440 to a low payment of 9167. Be-
tween .1978 and 1979 the loan outstanding on the
Wachovia-type note actually increases. The pay-
ment is fixed and not sufficient to cover the inter-
esl as rates rise.

By 1980 the fully amortized fixed-rate loan is ex-
tremely attractive relative to other types of loans. The
high payment on the fully variable rate morrgage
during 1980 is $534. The fully variable rate payment
which started out slightly below the fixed-rate loan
payment is $251 above it by the end o{ 1980. The loan
outstanding on the Wachovia-type note increases
again to $38,227 - more than the initial loan. Com-
paring total interest paid over the five years, the
fixed-rate loan is the lowest at $15,534. The fullv
varilble rate loan come::econd at $18,664, and the
Wachovia-type loan has the highest interest paid
over the five years - $18,831.

Estimates of B, are typically determined from a lime
series regression of the following variant of the first
equation:

R,, = o * lJ R,,,, - n,,

where R,, and R.,^represent the realized values in
period t, rt, and B the intercept and slope coeffi-
cients, respectively, and 1,, is a random disturbance
term with zero mean and zero intertemporal and
intercompany covariance.

Limitations to the applicability of systematic risk in
real estate become apparent when one examines the
model's assumptions. The CAPM requires thar all in-
vestors: 1) be single-period, risk-averse, expected
utility maximizers: 2l have homogenous expectdlion\
about future returns for each asset; 3) be content to
characterize assets on the basis of mean and variance
of return; and 4) be able to borrow or lend as much
as they Iike at the risk-free rate. The model also as-
sumes no transaction costs or taxes, and requires
each asset to be perfectly divisible.

Unlike securities, real estate investments tend to
be large, indivisible, illiquid and highly lcveraged.
Real estate transaction costs are typically large; and
mortgage interest rates generally are well above
those of riskless instruments. Perhaps of greater sig-
nificance, real estate markets appear to be relatively
inefficient compared to security markets. Some evi-
dence of nonrandomness in real estate price changes
was found by Upson [19751. Also. Roulac 11976] de-
lineales a comprehensive list of explanations and
reflects on the lack of quality and quantity of infor-
mation among reasons for existing real estate mar-
ket inefficiencies.

ln addition, the CAPM requires an appropriate and
adequate market index (not yet identified for real
estate investments) and assumes that investors will
diversify sufficiently to eliminate random or what is
called unsystematic risk.8 Friedman [1970, 1972] used
the Sharpe [1963] diagonal model - a single index
approach - to generate an efficient frontier of a
sample of real estate assets. The index employed con-
stituted an average of the Boeckh construction cost
indexes for residences, apartments, hotels, commer-
cial construction and factories and the American Ap-
praisal Association lndex. lt appeared to be severely
Iimited and produced the queslionable result that
real estate assets were less risky than common stocks,
bonds and mortgages.e

Also, the relatively larger size (in terms of dollar cost)
of individual real estate investments as well as the
greater required involvement in operating mandge-
ment may limit the pure real estate investors'ability
to diversify away unsystematic risk. tor example,
given an initial equity level of $150,000, a common
stock investor could purchase (assuming no trans-
action costs) 100 shares of 20 different companies at
$75 per share (approximately the current average

price of a share o{ stock on the NYSE). For com-
parison and if one assumes no leverage, a real estate
investor with the same initial equity could purchase
only one $150.000 property, a somewhat conservative
price for a typical income producing real esrate in-
vestment.rr) lf one considers leverage, the com-
mon stock investor using the current maximum al-
lowable leverage of 50 percent could purchase
100 shares of approximately 40 companies. With the
same 50 percent leverage, the real estate investor
could only purchase two $150,000 properties. Iven
if one considered 70 to 80 percent leverage which
is more tvpical for real estate investment, he still
would be able to purchase only three or at most five
properl ies.

Diversif ication (reduction of random risk) is assumed
to increase with the number of investments in speci-
fic, unrelated assets included in the portfolio. Em-
pirically. Evans and Archer [1968] found that for
security investments, unsystematic risk approached
zero with the inclusion of between 7 and 15 ran-
domly selected securities. While comparable evi-
dence does not exist for realestate, it appears that for
a givcn initial equity position, removal of unsystem-
atic risk will occur more readily with securities than
{or a pure real estate portfolio.rr

A real estate equity investor, that is, one who pur-
chases the actual property, requires a greater role
in operatinB mdndgement thdn is neceslary in securi-
ties investment. The equity investor may manage
the property on his own or hire a professional. Either
way, there may be a tendency lo restrict the property
investmenls to the same or proximate teographic re-
gion for practical and economic advantages. This
may impede the opportunity for lhe importdnt
consideralion in real estate investment of inter-
regional diversification. Management specialization,
that is, the condition that different expertise is
required for managing various classes ol properties,
may tend to restrict the number of property types in
the portfolio.

These characteristics of real estate investments and
markets would seem to place heavy limitations on
the application of the CAPM to direct equity real
estate investing. Such limitations may be overcome in
time, since there are indications that the real estate
investment market is trecoming less inefficient.
Roulac [19761 points out that recent trends toward
real estale in securities, the institutionalizing o{ the
real eslate investment trusiness and increased gov-
ernment involvement in the control of land use,
housing, transportation, and socio-economic pat-
terns will enhance the overall efficiency of the real
estate investment market.

The CAPM has demonstrated appealing tractability in
securities investment applications. The ability to cap-
ture an investment's complete relevant risk com-
posure in a single, hiShly comparable measure, the

TABI.E 1

Loan Comparison

Fully Amortized
Equal Payment

Fixed-Rate Loan

Loan
Payment

lnterest Loan
Paid Ourstanding

fully Variable
Rate Loan

H igh
Payment

Low
Payment

Loan
Outsta nd in 8

$3s,604
35,287
35.042
14,881
34 ,7 25

lnterest
Paid

'1976

1977
't978

1979
1980

$283
283
283
283
283

Total lnterest
Paid

Net Proceeds
From Sale

$3,138
3,115
1,090
3,06'l
3,011

$35,642
15,161
35,055
34,720
14,355

$27 s
292
155
440
514

s257
248
290
367
317

$2,883
2,881
3,494
4,481
4,925

$18,664

$48.',]75

Wachovia-type
Loa n

Loa n
Payment

lnterest
Pa id

Loan
Ourstanding

$18,811

$14,67 3

$275
)7\
275

$3s,s42
35,043
15,'t53
36,285
38,227

$2,943
2,802
3,411
4.411
5.244

18

$15.415

$48,545
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beta or market risk factor, has contribuled to a

relatively rapid and Browing practical acceptance of
rhe CAPM by investors and investment counselors.rl
lnsofar as this tractability extends to real estate, it
seems to justify the search for an appropriate real
estate or multi-assel index and to stimulate efforts to
overcome other obstacles to the application of the
CAPM to real estate investinS.

Semi-variance
T he semi-variance is defined by:

sh = E{Minl(R-h), ol}'
where R is a random variable with a known probabil-
ity distribution and h denotes a critical value against
which actual values of R are compared. Relative to
the variance, given by rrr = EIR E(R) lr, and which
regards all extreme returns as undesirable,lhe semi-
vari,rnce d\ a risk measute has the advanta6e of focus-
ing on reduction of losses. tor this reason Markowitz
119591 considered lhe semi-variance to be superior
to rhe variance. although he opted for lhe latter be-
cause of its familiarity and ease ol computation. Mao

[1969] explored the merits of the semi-variance risk
measure for the corporate capital investmenl case.
His approach primarily involved a conceplual com-
parison of medn-vanance {L-V) versus mean-semi-
vdriance {t-5 

" 
). He concluded 'lhal the E-5n model is

particularly useful in making capital bud6eting de-
cisions. tn such instances, one is usually concerned
with a relatively small number of proiects, so that
management may not be able to diversify sufficientlv
to offset large loss possibilities" [1969. p. 66a1.

Before the relative advantaSes of semi-variance in
real estate investments are examined, it would Lre in-
structive to summarize the distinctions between the
E-V and E-5r models.lr Comparing the ulility func-
tions underlying the E-V versus the E-Sh criterion,
M.ro demonstrated that whereas a quadratic utilitv
fu nct ion given by:

U(R) =a - bR* cRr

ju5tifies the E-V criterion, a utility function of the
f orm represented by:

U(R) = a + bR + clMin(R H),01'

implies the E-Sh criterion of investmenl appraisal.
5uch a utility function is classified as a hybrid in that it
is quadratic for R=-'h and linear for R -h. f igure 1

depicts these utility functions: (a) represents the E-V

utilitv function; and (b) represents the correspond-
in6 function for the F-Sp. criterion.

The E-V or quadratic utility function describes an in-
vestor who avoids troth extreme positive and nega-
tive returns. The hybrid utility function allows for
aversion toward risk at low return and neulrality at
high return. For a risk averse investor, the indiffer-
ence curves that correspond to each of the utility
functions would both be upward sloping and con-
cave downward, but the shapes of the curves would
differ. Coupled with the fact that the respective ef-

OUADRATIC UTILITY
FUNCIION

HYBRID UTILITY
FUNCTION

THE ETFECT OF FULLY FLEXIBTE
MORTGAGES ON CONSUMERS

by Patricia M. Rudolph

(a) U

FIGURE 1

R

1b)

R

ficient sets depend in part on lhe measure of risk,
different optimal portfolio selections may be ex-
pected under the E-V and E-Sn criteria o{ choice.

Other observations regarding the E-V versus E-Sh

models pertain to cases where h takes on the values
of E and zero. For investments with asymmetric distri-
butions, the E-V and E-51 criteria may indicate differ-
ent oplimal solutions. The E-V criterion is insensitive
to the direction of skewness, whereas the E-S1 is

prejudiced against distributions skewed to the le{t
and insensitive to distributions skewed to the right.
For investments involving only symmetric distribu-
lions, both models will produce the same optimal
solutions which follows since V = 25, for symmetric
probability distributions.

The case in which the reference point h is zero is of
parlicular interest. The risk measure 5o focuses on the
downside deviations from the zero pro{it point, that
is, the distribution of losses. ln evaluating investment
alternatives, the E-S,, criterion is prejudiced against
investments having the greater scatter of Points to
the left of zero. turther, ranking investments by the
E-V and E-t criteria can produce different results
regardless of whether the underlying distributions
are symmetric or asymmetric.

The E-Sr model typically will have greater infor-
mational and computational requirements than the
corresponding E-V model, which follows since com-
putation of the portfolio semi-variance requires the
ioint probability distribution of investment returns,
whereas portlolio variance could be computed {rom
the variances of return of the individual underlying
properties and the correlation coefficients of relurn
between pairs of properties. [he use of simulation
may somewhat alleviate the protrlem.ra Much addi-
tional research is required before the E-S6 model can
be operationa lized.

C 6\
1L

ln March 1981 the Federal Home Loan Bank Board
changed its regulations to allow federal savings and
loan associations and mutual savings banks lo make
fully flexible mortgages.r These regulations place no
restriction on the size or frequency of the adjust-
ments made in the contract rate, or on the payment
or the maturity, nor are there limits on the level of
negative amortization.

Residential mortgage lenders view this increased
flexibility as necessary, while prospective home-
buyers express concern that the increased uncertain-
ty effectively will bar them from the housing market.
Both consumers and real estate professionals have
difficulty assessing the impact ol the {ully flexible
mortgaBes on the consumer.

No historical experience on which to base predic-
tions exists. Yet borrowers and lenders will soon be
faced with the task of choosing among the different

Pa/,icia M. Rudolph. PhD, ir rn r$r\lanl prolettor o[ finan&, al Ihe
lJnive$ity of Alabama. She re(eiv('(i her do< torate degree it>m the
Univernty of Notth Carclina.

types o[ flexible mortgaBes. ln order to demonstrate
the effecl that the more flexible mortgage instru-
ments will have on the consumer, two types ol mort-
gages with unlimited interest rate flexibility will be
compared wilh the traditional mortgage. ai iF lhey
had been available in the past.

The payments, interest paid, loan outstanding and
internal rate ol return (lRR) for a fully variable rate
mortgage are compuled and compared with the tra-
ditional fixed-rate, equal payment mort8age and
with another variable rate loan - the Wachovia-type
mortgage. These computations are based on the av-
erage new home purchased in 1976 and the econo-
mic conditions which prevailed over the next five
years. lt is assumed that the house was sold in 1980 at
a price reflecting the average increase in the price of
existing houses over the period 1976 to 1980. This
lime period should illustrate some o{ the worst ef-
fects of the fully {lexible mortgages, since in periods
of high and rising interest Iates the consumer is most
adversely affected by the fully flexible rate loans.

Description Ol The Mortgage toans
The fully variable rate loan is compared with the tra-
ditional fixed-rate, equal payment loan and a Wa-
chovia-type loan. The {ully variable rate loan used
here ties its interest rate to the Treasury bill rate with
a 300 basis point spread. The payment is recalculated
each month based on the current interest rale, the
new loan outstanding and the number of months lo
maturity. No limitation is placed on the size ol the
change in the payment Irom month to month.

The Wachovia-type mortgage has a lloatinB interest
rate,300 basis points above the 90-day Treasury bill
rate. The interesl rate is adjusted every three months;
however, the payment is fixed {or the first five years.
The adjustment in the inlerest rate will affea only the
division of the payment between interest and loan
amortization. At five-year intervals the payment can

Skewness And Kurlosis
Financialwriters have suBgested that investors should
evaluate investments on lhe basis of the third and
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Public sector and producer responsibility in the
development of the partnership lies in the area of
communication and idea exchange. The process of
this exchange is evident through permit and zoning
variance requests and the public meetings where
these decisions are ultimately made. Often, the
public hearing results in m isunderstand ing and
confusion due to ill preparation on the producer's
part. The concept of a public-private partnership
requires development of a forum to enhance pro-
ducer ability to understand public sector develop-
ment requirements. This could be facilitated through
workshops, seminars and informal presentations.

Through explanation of policies, growth strategies
and ordinances, etc., by the public sector, and
through the acceptance ol feedback from producers,
land use policy could develop which would be better
accepted, understood and implemented. A frame-
work is necessary where public sector land use
decision makers can interact professionally with
producers in a nonconfrontative atmosphere, re-
sulting in producers better understanding and appre-
ciating the public sector perspective and vice versa.

The development ol this framework of cooperation
may require the creation of a new professional role
in the land use decision environment. This role might
be filled by land use government relations specialists
who act as consultants to both the public sector and
producers and concentrate on providing the link to
advance communication and idea exchange. This
role actually would be quasi-legal and enable the
public sector to convey development ordinances and
laws to producers, while advising both sides of the
varied impact of Iand use decisions on the partici-
pants. The input of a land use government relations
specialist would be an extension of the role of a
market and economic feasibility analyst.

feasibility Analysis And The
Public-Private Partnership
lncreases in public sector involvement in land use
decisions should recognize the impact of a devel-
oping public-private partnership in real estate feasi-
bility analysis. Understanding the framework in
which land use decisions are made has become a
prerequisite to the complete real estate feasibility
analysis. This lramework includes not only the ad-
ministrative steps for development approval but also
an appreciation of the short run constraints affecting
participants. Analysis of the short run constraints
often deals with immediate land use decisions. For

example, in cases where residential development
might hinge on utility extension, the short run costs
materially may affect the public sector's ability to
support the land use decision. A complete feasibility
analysis must also consider the long run impact of
land use decisions such as development of transpor-
tation lines which may be made well in advance of
individual land use decisions.

5ince the complete real estate analysis includes a
market and economic analysis, the critical relation-
ships among the public sector, producers and users
would be analyzed directly in the market study. A full
analysis of the public-private partnership is essential
to a complete market study and the land use govern-
ment relations specialist should provide such input.
The market study should include the short run and
the long run constraints affecting the development
partners. The analysis should be broken down into
the perspeclives of each participant. As such lhe
dndly)t must understand fully the respective view-
points of the public sector, producer and user.

The results of the complete market analysis will be
used as inputs for the economic analysis which will
reflect the critical relationships among the land use
decision participants. The market study provides a
more accurate picture of the actual land use decision
environment and allows the economic study to more
accurately reflect the expected outcome. By tying the
relationship among the public sector, producer and
user into the economic analysis via the market
analysis, the resulting land use decision should
represent a successful development that finds the
participants in equilibrium.

NOTES

1. lohn 8. Eaaley, Peter F. Spies and Marilyn Kramer Weirzman,
"Market Sludy and tinancial Analysis = teasibiliry Reporl," fhe
Appraisal lournal (October 1977), 550-577; Richard U. Rarclilt,
''Appraisal /5 Market Analysis,' fhe Appreisal .lournal (Oclober
1975), $5-4(n; Jamer A. Craaskamp, "A Rational Approach ro
Feasibility Analysis," fhe Appraisal ./ournal (Oclober 1972), 513-
521; ,ame5 A. Craaskamp, A Cuide to feasibiiiry Analytir, Society
of Real Estate Appraisers, 2nd Edirion, (Chica8o, tllinois, 1973I

2. lt should be noted that this has not been true of Craaskamp's
work that is cited above.

l. Much of lhe material in the following secrions was adapted
and expanded from lhe "Two-Day Workshop: Real Estale teasi-
bility for the Appraiser," sponsored by the American Instilute of
Renl [stale Appraisers, as prepared by lames A. Craaskamp and
tutodern Realfrtere by Alvin t. Arnold, Charles H. Wu(zebach and
Mike t. Miles, (Warren, Corham and lamont, 1980).

fourth moments as well as lhe mean and variance of
the distribution of returns.r5 The third mom€nt, M3,
is given by EIR-E(R)]r and measures the skewness of a
distribution; the founh moment, Ma, given as
EIR-E(R)f, measures the "tailedness" ol a probability
distribution and is often associated with kurtosis.
Kurtosis is actually a measure of "peakedness" and
refers to the normalized fourth moment rather than
the raw fourth moment.

Although empirical evidence is mixed, usually it is

believed that the investor's utility function should be
an increasing function of M1 - indicating a prefer-
ence for positive skewness, and a decreasing func-
tion of Mo - implying an aversion to "tailedness."
Using data on individualsecurities and mutual funds
Arditti [1957, 1971] found a statistically significant co-
efficient for skewness that indicated prelerence for
positive skewness. ln a more comprehensive study
on mutual funds, Francis [1975] reported that pre-
vious evidence on the subject is sample dependent
and inconclusive, and investors do not take cog-
nizance of skewness. However. both the Arditti
and trancis studies were limited since they tested
pooled samples of multiple types of mutual funds
rather than evaluating skewness preference behavior
on subcategories of mutual funds classified by their
stated goals.

Although there is the need for empirical and further
conceptual investi8ations regarding skewness and
kurlosis in real estate investment decisions, general
conclusions regarding investor preferences even
among mutual fund investors cannot be drawn. That
such factors should be regarded in investment de-
cisions is indeed justified by theory.16 The nature of
real estate investing - the more limited ability to
diversify and the greater potential for large losses -would indicate a greater likelihood for asymmetric
distributions of returns. The need to consider skew-
ness may be greater for real estatethan for securities.

Stochastic Dominance
Another alternative to mean-variance analysis is the
stochastic dominance approach in which investment
selection is conducted by employing efficiency cri-
teria developed from the concepts of first, second
and third degree stochastic dominance.rT

First degree stochastic dominance (FSD) places no
restrictions on investors'utility functions beyond the
assumption that more wealth is preferred to less, that
is, (dUldw) ,. 0. To demonstrate, consider two prob-
ability distributions, Q(X) and R(X), where Q and R

denote the cumulative distributions of two different
investments or portfolios.rs FSD states that invest-
ment Q will be preferred to R, independent of the
concavity or convexity of the utility function if
Q (X) < R(X). This is equivalent to the condition that
the two probabilily distributions do not intersect.
Figure 2 demonstrates this graphically. The plots P, Q
and R represent the cumulalive probability functions

for three distinct investments or portfolios. lnvest-
ment P would be eliminated from the efficient set
independent of the utility function. lnvestments Q
and R would be retained, since thev intersect and lie
to the right of P.

Second degree stochastic dominance (SSD) assumes
universal risk aversion or neutrality, (d?U//dW, = 0),

FIGUHE 2

P R o

RETURN (o/o)

FIGUHE 3

o

RETURN (o/o)

as well as rationality, {dUklW > 0t. This criterion states

that Q will be preferred over R i{ I tR() - Qfi)l dr

> 0, for all x. lntersection b"t*""n ih" cumulative
probability distributions may occur, but the cumula-
tive difference between R and Q must remain non-
negative over the entire domain x. SSD makes it pos-
sible to choose between investments that do not
exhibit tSD. Figure 3 shows this graphically. The
cumulative unshaded area for which R(x) > Q{x)
always exceeds the shaded area for which R(x) <
Q(x) over the entire domain of x.

When neither FSD nor SSD enable selection between
two investments, the investor can use third-degree
stochastic dominance (TSD). TSD also assumes that
(dUldW :- 0) and (druldwr :. 0). ln addition, TSD
requires that (drU/dWt . 0). ln_ ess€nce, the pros-
pect Q will be preferred to R_ if .,J 

. 
"J' IR,t, qm Id,

rl, > 0, [or all x e la, bl and _f 
r, l[(yi-- e(y)]d" > 0.,;

Proponents of stochastic dominance argue for its
theoretical superiority over the mean-variance
method on the grounds that the dominance criteria
place less restrictive constraints on the investor's
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utility function. Unlike the mean-variance crilerion,
stochastic dominance orderings are independent
of the type of probability function under exam-
indtion. However, in comparison to mean-variance,
the application of stochastic dominance rules re-
quires signi{icantly more data. Dominance criteria
require estimation of the entire probability function
.rnd larger numbers of comparisons are needed lo
derive the efficient set of portfolios. The recenl
development of efficient algorithms for applying
stochastic dominance tests have partially alleviated
t hese difficulties.ro

The less restrictive utility aspects and the more com-
prehensive nature of stochastic dominance make it
more appealing as an efficiency criteria for invest-
ments in general. Especially attractive for real estate is

the attribute that stochastic dominance orderings do
not depend on the type of probability function de-
scribing the investment or portfolio. For example,
Ieldstein 11969] and also Hanoch and Levy [1959] have
shown that the E-V criterion requires that the two
parameters of the distribution of returns be inde-
pendent of one another, which limits the Benerality
of the E-V criterion. Ar8uing that this restriction may
not be so severe in practice,2r Levy and Sarnat note
that ".. . risk averse individuals tend to diversify their
holdings, that is, they bu ild portfolios of a number of
securities. Moreover, mutual funds make relatively
large portlolios of hundreds of individual securities
readily available even to the small investor. To the
degree that the returns of the individual securities
are independent of one another, the return on rela-
tively large portfolios should approximate a normal
distribution." This conclusion is based on the Central
Limit Theorem; and indirect empirical evidence
shows that the distribution of returns to mutual funds
investors does approximate the normal. The normal
distribution depends on only two independent
parameters - the mean and variance. Levy and Sar-
nat conclude that the E-V model provides an appro-
priate criterion for the mutual funds segment of the
securities market. They state that "... to the extent
thal mutual {unds provide a relevant proxy for in-
vestment portfolios in 6eneral, the statistical evi-
dence suggests lhat lhe mean-variance criterion can
provide an e{fective decision rule for most risk-
averse investors..." [1972, p. 330].

These conclusions seem more applicable to securities
investment than to real estate. While it can be as-
sumed that real estate investors are risk averters and
attempl to diversify, their abilities seem more limited.
AlthouBh the real estate investment trusts (RElTs)

could provide the small investor with a means of di-
versification as mutual Iunds provide for security
investors, it appears they do not. lnvestors may not
consider investing in REITs as a substitute for direct
real estate equity investment, that is, significant dis-
tinctions exist between investinB in REITs and direct
purchase of real estate. For example, REIT securities
trade in relatively eflicient and organized national

security markets in comparison to the markets for di-
rect real estate equity investment. ln addition, direct
real estate investment involves management costs
normally not associated with RElTs. The markets for
REITs and direct real estate investment appear se8-
mented and appeal to different classes of investors.

Therefore. it seems that neither mutual funds nor
REITs provide a relevant proxy to direct real estate
equity investment portfolios. The potential for
asymmetric distributions ol return and the absence
o{ two independent parameter distributions in real
estate investing seem greater.

Conclusions
Selected alternative risk measures and risk screening
devices were evaluated with respect to their appro-
priateness and feasibility for assessing risk in real
estate investments. Previous empirical studies in this
area whirh have relied largely on vdridnce type
measures of dispersion have indicated that real estate
returns in general are less risky than those for com-
mon stock. Deficiencies of the variance as a risk
measure as well as significant distinclions between
the return characteristics of real estate and securities
ju:tifv a more exlensive examination.

The alternative risk screening approaches investi-
gated in this study included beta. semi-variance,
skewness and kurtosis, and stochastic dominance.
Resull: suggest lhat direcl real estate equity investinB
for a given amount of wealth appears to offer lesser
opportunity for diversification and greater potential
for large losses than for securities investment. A
greater likelihood for asymmetric distributions ol
return for real estate as compared with securities is

suggested. To lhe extent that asymmetry occurs in
re;l estate returns. the semi-variance, skewness and
kurtosis, and stochastic dominance approaches ap-
pear more appealing in concept than the variance.
The measure, Sn, the semi-variance with zero profit
as the point of ieference, is appealing for real estate
even when the distributions of return are symmelric.
The more sophisticated approaches entail Sreater
data and computational problems in application than
the mean-variance technique. Since real estate port-
folios tend to involve fewer distinct assets and
require consideration of fewer pre-selection alterna-
tives than security portfolio selection, these prob-
lems are nol necessarily prohibitive.

The tractability of the systematic risk or beta concept
has definite advantages lor real estate investing al-
though the nature of current real estate assets and
markets severely limits the applicability of the CAPM
in direcl equity real estate investment.

Conclusions were based on a conceptual analysis ol
the characteristics of real estate assets. These char-
acteristics are the lumpiness (largeness), indivisibility,
illiquidity, extensive leveraging and greater man-
agement role inherent in real estate investment. Ex-

tensive empirical research is still needed.

something is at stake. Often, if the applicant is asking
for something that the public sector does not wish to
grant, the parties will be pitled in an adversary
position. To remedy this situation it is necessary to
develop a communication network or medium de-
void of specific confrontation, such as workshops
sponsored by the public sector or by producers.
Explanations of city growth manaSement policy and
producer involvement would provide understanding
between the two parties.

pants and tenants affect user's ability or willingness to
pay for real estate services. Macro-economic changes
to general economic aclivity, employment and inf la-
tion significantly can affect user decisions. Corporate
users will plan plant and office expansions based on
expectations of future economic Srowth. lf their
expectations are jolted by major changes in eco-
nomic policy decisions, the response may change
drastically lhe oulcome of decisions concerning a

part icular site. Just as adverse economic news may
cause a reduction in demand, optimistic news may
increase it.

Other sources of exogenous shocks that directly af-
fect users and normally cannot be controlled include
job transfers, promotions, loss of job, death, illness or
divorce. These shocks can siBnificantly alter personal
la nd use decisions.

Exogenous Shocks To The
Public-Private Partnership
ln addition to the relationships among the public
sector, producers and users, there exist potential
exogenous shocks (triangles in the Figure) which
affect how the participants affect the site. The
participants usually cannot control these shocks
which are external, but can respond or react to them.

Public Sector
Exogenous shocks affecting the public sector's im-
pact upon land use decisions can be the result ol
several faclors. Changes in elected officials via ap-
pointments to boards and commissions or through a

change in support for certain policy decisions may
cause a shift in policy orientation towards land use
decisions. As elected officials come and go over the
years, local government's attitude toward land use
policy may change. These changes usually are not
controlled by public sector administrators. There-
fore, while the employees remain, the policies they
must implement may vary.

Changes in key personnel may also cause changes in
public sector land use decisions, For example, a new
planning department head may recommend new
policy guidelines for growth management. Other
lower level personnel changes may affect land use
planning to a lesser extent.

Citizen support could also a{fect public sector land
use which may result in an attitude change. For
example, a desire for less government may result in a
demand by citizens for tax cuts. Existing public sector
land use policy may require substantial expenditures
of public funds generated by either taxes or bond
proceeds. Unwillingness to approve lax increases or
bond referendums could result in reduced public
sector activity in land use policy areas.

These exogenous shocks basically are outside the
control of the public sector. As a result, public sector
land use decisions must respond to these shocks on a

continuous basis. Policy changes cause difficulties
not only for the public sector but also for producers
and users who discover that the "rules of the game"
have changed as reflected in land use policies and
guidelines.

Users

The majority o{ exogenous shocks to owner-occu-

Producers
Exogenous shocks to all producers or an individual
producer could develop in the general marketplace.
These shocks would include the same macro-
economic changes which affect users such as in-
creases in unemployment and inflation. Inflation
increases cost which must be passed on to the
ultimate consumer; unemployment can reduce de-
mand for real estate services.

Exogenous shocks affecting individual producers, or
micro shocks, would include increased competition,
major local employer relocations and producer-
employee labor problems. Policy decisions from the
public sector such as Srowth policy, zoning decisions,
and local ordinances on development may impact a

producer's ability to develop a site in a certain
manner. Financial changes such as project failure
may limit a producer's ability to attract adequate
backing for future projects.

lmplications for The Parlicipants
The framework here implies the need to develop
new relationships among the participants. The public
sector, producers and users must realize that they are
partners in the development and growth of a city.
The public sector and producers especially share
responsibility in developing this pannership.

Users contribute to the partnership through the
market system, public forums and governmental in-
volvement. Through the market system and their
willingness to buy or rent the developed properties,
users accept or reject the site development. ln the
public forum, users voice their ideas and comments
concerning local growth patterns and specific site
developments. Cenerally not organized structurally
as well as the public sector or producers, users
usually cannot provide the physical framework for
partnership development. Thus, user responsibility in
this area lies primarily in supportinB the concept and
participating with the public sector and producers
through the development of neighborhood associa-
tions and other organizations of concerned citizens.
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User/5ite
Numtrer 5 shows the primary relationship between
the user and the site as the net benefits to the user.
These benefits represent the utility derived from the
rite by the user and are either pecuniary or nonpe-
cuniary. Pecuniary benefits could include increased
sales due to location or design, while nonpecuniary
benelits might include prestige associated with the
site.

Public Sector/ Producer
Number 6 represents the relationship tretween the
putrlic sector and the producer, perhaps the least
understood and recognized of the relationships.
With the recent increase of public sector influence in
the development process, difficulties have emerged
which tend to put the two participants in an adver-
sary position. The primary relationship between the
public sector and the producer includes communica-

tion and an exchange of ideas, which generally are
informal at best and nonexistent at worst.

Producers may perceive the public sector as repre-
senting a series of obstacles to development, whereas
the public sector may perceive producers as insensi-
tive to macro-socioeconom ic issues. Neither percep-
tion represents the attitude of the participants who
are making efforts to be fair and responsive to each
other's needs.

A major problem area in the relationship between
the public sector and producers lies in the nature of
their day-to-day interaction where often communi-
cation only occurs when a problem arises. For
example, a request for a zoning change may require
interaction that is usually carried out through a fairly
well-defined series of steps. An application re-
questing the change is made and is followed by
review and recommendation by the public sector.
During the process both parties are aware that
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Site And Participant Relationships
fach participant in the land use decision process
interacts with and relies on the other participants in
an effort to successfully develop a particular site. The
responsibilities, decisions, and services contributed
andlor received by each participant actually are the
culmination of extensive participant cooperation.
The Figure presents a simplified version of partici-
pant and site relationsh ip.

Public Sector/lite
The fundamental relationship between the public
sector and the site is presented as 1 in the Figure. This
relationship is dominated by the services and policy
decisions affecting the site. ln return, the site repre-
sents the basis for levying real estate taxes which are
used to finance the many services provided by the
public sector including police and fire protection,
utilities, schools, libraries, roadway maintenance, etc.
Policy decisions include master planning, zoning,
building codes, environmental controls, and capital
improvement programs. The availability of public
services coupled with the implementation of policy
decisions may serve to encourage, discourage or
preclude development.

Public Sector/User
The relationship between the public sector and the
user (2 in the Figure) concentrates on policy deci-
sions and services to the user, and tax payments and
political input to the public sector. Services provided
directly to the user include health facilities, schools,
transportation, recreational f acilities, etc. Policy deci-
sions af{ecting the user might include utility charges,
neighborhood zoning decisions and tax rate deci-
sions. The user pays real estate, personal property,
sales, and income taxes,which are used to finance
public sector operations. Users also should provide a
great deal of input to the public seclor, which is

directed through the elective process and direct
Sovernment participation achieved through service
on appointed boards and commissions.

User/Producer
User and producer relationships (3 in the Figure) are
developed through the market system. Rental levels
and purchase prices are the result of the interaction
of market supply and demand for real estate services.
Relative increases in profits may stimulate new
development, while relative declines would dis-
couraSe it.

Producer/Site
The relationship between the producer and the site
(4 in the Figure) is dominated by services and policy
decisions ol the producer which affect the site and its
capital. These services and decisions include devel-
opment concept, design and actual development.
Capital applied to the site includes financing, labor
and management skill.

development expenditures. For example, public
services to a site usually must be provided {ollowing
annexation and the initial costs may exceed the
revenue Benerated by property taxes from the
annexation. As a result, master planning may attempt
to coordinate growth with the public sector's ability
to provide public services as well as pay for them.

Real estate users or consumers also must operate
within a cash management cycle. Owner-occupants
andlor tenants must be able to pay the real estate
market price. ln commercial real estate, users effec-
tively must meet monthly rental payments and still
earn a market profit on their goods and services.
Residental real estate users must be able to pay
market prices and still meet consumption and saving
d ema nds.

ln the short run then, land use decisions allecting any
site should recognize each participant's cash man-
agemenl needs. Both on a collective and individual
basis the participants should work each other's cash
management needs into their respective decision-
making process. lt is not suggested that one or two
participants must cater to the specific needs or de-
mands o{ the third participant, but rather each par-
ticipant should be aware of the others' roles and
responsibilities within a partnership atmosphere.

Long run constraints on the development partici-
pants revolve around the economic and cultural
stability of the community where development
occurs. This stability or societal equilibrium requires
continued communication among the participants.
Developers have a long run responsibility to the
community to create or produce real estate services
which will provide an acceptable environment. An
example of this type of commitment is community
political involvement and leadersh ip.

The public sector needs to consider expected demo-
graphic and economic changes in planning for future
Browth. By determining where growth might occur,
development and planning can be encouraged.

Real estate users or consumers also contribute to
societal equilibrium through their input in the
development of local land use policy. Users also can
support policy decisions made in the public sector
which affect community attractiveness such as public
transportation systems and political activism.
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